Celebrate Recovery Daily Devotional: 365 Devotionals
The Celebrate Recovery Devotional is 366 original brief readings, designed as a daily reinforcement and encouragement for millions who are on the road to recovery. Celebrate Recovery is not just a program but a means toward lasting life change, and the key to recovery is to keep the eight Christ-centered Life Principles alive. As readers engage with the devotions, they will discover the principles more firmly cemented in their daily thinking and actions, and will find ongoing support and hope for the road ahead. Each powerful devotion is a reminder of God's goodness, grace, and redemption, and will be an inspiration to anyone struggling with old hurts, habits, and hang-ups. Start where you are. Begin today. The Celebrate Recovery Daily Devotional is 366 original brief readings, designed as a daily reinforcement and encouragement for millions who are on the road to recovery. Celebrate Recovery is not just a program but a means toward lasting life change, and the key to recovery is to keep the eight Christ-centered Life Principles alive. As readers engage with the devotions, they will discover the principles more firmly cemented in their daily thinking and actions, and will find ongoing support and hope for the road ahead. Each powerful devotion is a reminder of God's goodness, grace, and redemption, and will be an inspiration to anyone struggling with old hurts, habits, and hang-ups. Start where you are. Begin today.
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**Customer Reviews**

Just ONE example of how God spoke to me through this devotional: There is one devotional in particular that struck me to the core just today. Going back to day 3, On A Mission. "When we see
someone sitting alone we ought to be the ones who go over and sit down beside them. We don’t even have to say much. Just our presence means more than we will ever know.” - recently I noticed a friend who I haven’t had much contact with in the past year or so was making comments on updates that seemed to say she felt alone or often times feels that way. She never directly said those words but I know in the past there were times she needed me and I wasn’t there. I have since asked for her forgiveness..but I still find myself consumed with different areas of serving..work..family etc...and have not reached out to her. She has a job..3 daughters and is a single mom so she stays busy as well. But this devotional I felt God saying to me..it only takes a moment to let her know you are here...and thinking about her. I find that I am directing my attention only to those I come in weekly contact with at Celebrate Recovery or my step study and not seeing a bigger picture...and for me...that means reaching out to the lost and broken. May I always see His bigger picture! Thank you Lord for reminding me.

This is a devotional book that goes along with my Recovery Program, Celebrate Recovery. This book feels so nice in your hands but once you open it, it really feels a lot better inside your heart. There are story and short devotions written from John Baker (the founder of Celebrate Recovery) and his son Johnny Baker (who runs Celebrate Recovery at Saddleback Church in Lake Forest) and Mac Owen, who is a District leader for the Western Region. The stories here uplift your spirit, give you good insight of how to hang in there when life gets touch, and always points you right back to JESUS our Higher Power in the Christ-based recovery program! I would encourage you to get this to have on hand to read and encourage your walk down that tough recovery road. This makes a really nice gift, the cover is attractive and anyone would appreciate the stories from R-EA-L-I-T-Y in this book that helps you make it through life on a daily basis. I know we use it for a devotional at our Ladies 12 Step groups, and it is a good tool to help all of us take life one day at a time!

I would recommend this especially for all Celebrate Recovery participants. Very good devotional. My son says instead of taking a new devotion each day. He does the same devotion for 4 or 5 days to give him true perspective how this relates to his life. I am ordering more to give as gifts. Thank you John Baker for making this book happen.

Marvelous companion to The Bible for getting started on the best footing each day. Down to earth illustrations that will help bring you closer to God and His plan for your life.
I really like that 'small sized' devotions for each day. Enough to make me think but not too much to make me confused. Great recovery resource for people who are not used to using a devotional or those who find a 'study' too much to take in.

I love the Celebrate Recovery Devotional! It is a great way to start my busy day, it only takes a few minutes to read & always lifts my spirit. I have given many as gifts, and they are greatly appreciated! Love it!!

Simple Devotional, Profound teachings- Highly Recommend! I have enjoyed participating in Celebrate Recovery and I highly recommend this devotional to anyone considering recovery.

This is the perfect gift for others or yourself. It will inspire you to keep doing the next right thing! You will find encouragement in the pages of this book.
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